New SymNet Composer 3.0 docking and panel resizing

The SymNet Composer 3.0 software release adds new docking and panel resizing features to the award winning, open architecture, DSP software.

With any site file opened in SymNet Composer 3.0 or later, simply double click any panel to undock it.

Double click the rim of the panel or slide it to any one of the 4 sides of the software to dock it.

Even cooler, if you are having trouble seeing all of the items in the Toolkit, such as a full list of control modules or Dante flow names, simply grab the Toolkit panel edge and stretch it to the desired width.

(Search Bar shown docked in red above)

Notice the toolkit is stretched in Diagram B

Diagram A

Diagram B
One other great addition is the ability to dock the browser and toolkit in the same location, in which case the two panels are tabbed, and switching between them is as easy as clicking the respective tab.

Click the Tab between Toolkit and Browser to swap between the two panels

Even cooler, once Composer has been closed, the software will remember the panel size and docking preference the next time it is opened.